Nancy and Khadi’s Easter Photo Album!

An Easter and Photography themed activity booklet from Ffotogallery.
Nancy and Khadi have new cameras for Easter but can you help them to learn how to use them and make an Easter photo album?

Complete all the activities to help them out!
New Cameras!
Nancy and Khadi love their new cameras but they need to learn how to use them.
Can you help them to work out what all the different parts are called?

Unscramble the words to work out the names of all the parts!
Easter Egg Hunt!
Khadi took a lovely photo of the garden with the Easter Egg Hunt but can you help her find all the eggs? There are 20 to find!

Circle all the eggs!
Easter Maze!
Nancy and Khadi want to take a photo of the Easter Bunny but he has run away through the maze!
Can you find your way through the maze and help them find the Bunny?
Colour the eggs!
Nancy and Khadi took some great photos of some Easter eggs but they are only in black and white! Can you add some colour to make them really bright and beautiful!
Different views!
Some of Nancy and Khadi’s friends took photos too but who took which photo?
Draw a line from the photographer to their photo!
Dot to dot!
Nancy took a photo of the Easter Bunny but some of him is missing. Can you join the dots to add him to the photo?
Finish the photo!
Khadi took a lovely photo of her favourite Easter egg but only have of it came out! Can you help her finish the photo by drawing in the rest of the egg?
Find the details.
In the circles there are some details taken from the photos in Nancy and Khadi’s album but can you match the circles to the right photos?